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Reimann: Book Review. - Literatur

BOOK REVIEW

I

THB CHRJSTIA.N PATrH. By David K C. llead. New YOik: Olm
Scribner's
Som, 1956. 175 pap Cloth. 11.95,
The author, former chaplain of the Univenity of Ediaburgb, ha mm1J
become George Buttrick'• IUCCalOr u preaching miaisttr of New York',
Madison Avenue P.n:sbyterian Church. Thia is an e=Jleat little "'J&Jmm'I
dngm1ria.N even though it cona.im the mild Bartbian Cal'riaiam ID
common in much of modern theology. Ia great merit lia in this, rim
a prcacbcr who aees tbe need for a fu.acdonal mmemeat of Cbdnn
doctrine dara to tread the path of ■yltml&tic cheology.
Of c:owse not eveqthing in th.is provocuive and helpful adffDtlUe in
Christian doctriae atandl on an equal plane of 'V&lue. The cbapcer Oil tbe
Trinity is outstanding. but the Luthen.n will certainly object m
Reformed aa:ena u the assertion that "many who have oner bani of
[Cbriat'1] name are nevertbe1eu aved by the 1&111e grace of God wbicb
6ndl ia perfect expression in Him" (p. 167), (There is a lligbt .Up
on p. 101; moat New Testament interpreten ao longer pas tbe • in
connection with momxo u involving a faith "into" the penon.)
For all its Reformed theology, however, there is reveience bett, a power
of thought. a facility for writing that comes from a true maa of Goel
who bows God's Word. the historic: church, people, and himlelf.
HBNaY W. BJmWOf

m

THB CHURCH POR THB NBW A.GB. By Cbriltopher Glcm:r. N•
York: .Bspoaition Press, 1956. 205 pages. Cloth. '4.00.
Mr. Glover believa that the Gospel of Christ is the only real aaladaa
• for the world's troubla today, that the Gospel C&DDOt be adequarely p
seated by a divided Christendom, and that hence the most urgent problem
before the church is to Jind the way to unity. He regardl that cburcb 11
the true Holy Catholic Church which is divine in origin, TilibJe in
cbanaer, orpn.ic in structure, and prieady in fuaaion. Ia minisuJ mut
poaea the ame qualificatiom. Theboundariea
apoatolic
is
aua:mioii
eumdaJ.
clown the
of Mr. Gloftr'1 c:burcb
to iadude only the Roman. Eutem, and Anglican churches. There ICtlDI
to be no room for the Luthen.n and Prote1tant Omrcbea, Since in his
opinion the Anglican Church combiaa
within
itself bocb the CaddJc ud
the evangelical traditiom, it is tbe cbwch for the new aae, and mm du
volume becomea a serious invitation to all Christian deaomiosriom ID
unite under the aoaier of the AngliCIID epixopate.
L w. SPl'lZ
614
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POLrrICS POR CHRISTIA.NS. By William Muebl. New Ymk: ,,_,_
. dadoa P.reu. 1956. 180 pages. Ooch. S3.00.
A Jaw,er who teaches in Yale Divinity School offen a manual for
Ciristiam on the pitfalls and plOCelSCI of politics. He does not IUDllDOD
cbwcba ID political action but U1U1De1 that Chrildam need help to
aaclenr,nd where ID take bold u cidzem. Tbe chapters on "Social Sowces
of Political Irrapomibility'' and 'The Politics of Moralistic Individualism"
penemting.
ue
Muehl believes that a person can be 1pirimally aved in
• depraved enviromneat but that ll1Ch an individual must then relate
himself responsibly toward it. He messes resourceful.am, padeace, hard
of human imperfection u essential. Good coumel
diag work, and
oa the operation of the party system fills out a volume meful for corollary
reading in Christian INdy groups oa citizenship.
RICHAJU> R. CABMMBIUDl

GRMT CHRISTIA.N PI.lf.YS, eds. Theodore Maclean Switz and Robert
A. Jobaston. Greenwich: The Seabury Press. 1956. 306 pages.
S7.50. Cloth.
This nocable volume is prepared under the sponsorship of the Adult
DiYision of the Depanment of Christian Education of the Protestaat
Bpiscopal Church. It contains five religious plaf1: The Brome Ab,_,,.
a I11111t:; the York R•mrr•elio•; the Digby Co,,,,wsion of SI. Plllll, and
tbe morality pla)'I Tolnllnn and B,,.,,,,,... Suggestions for directing and
COICWDiag u well u musical cues are iaduded. Dramatic readings about
five excerpts
four
from the ImilMion of Cbrhl set for a speaking
choir with musical cues, Th• St16m•8 of SI. Id-, by Peguy for three
laden. and II series of dialogs &om the Gospel of St. John arranged for
IDtipboaal reading in the congregation, complete the book. Every help
duaioa for
is iaduded. The selections are deemed suitable for praenutioa in •pedal or secondary services, and some of the dramatic readings
have been used on radio. Ambitious dramatic groups seeking to eahance
the better W1a within a parish will find the book most helpful
RICHAJU> R. CABNVBIBI

THB TRCn'H ABOUT THB VIRGIN MARY. By Paul E. Scbuessler.
St. I.ouis: Concordia Publisbing House, 1956. 30 pages. Paper.
15 cents.
Here is a timely publication. Elizabeth, fillecl with the Holy Ghost.
aid ID Mary: ''Blessed arc thou among women," after which Mary herself
pmpha.ied by the ame Holy Ghost: "Prom henceforth all generations
shall call me blessed" (Luke 1:42,48). Rome goes beyond blessing the
• Virgin, while many Protescana, uabalaaced by anger and prejudice, virtually refuse ID aa:ord her the recognition and blessing to which abe is
emided. The dilcuuion ii not: whaical, and lay people will e:q,erieace
DO d.ilicuJties in reading it.
W ALTBI. E. BUSZIN
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PRlfCIICAL S'I'UDY Ml!l'HODS POR S'I'UDBNT AND PASTOR.
By Don:ild F. Rossin aad Palmer Ruschke. Miaaeapoli1: T. S. Dai100 & Co., 1956. 176 pages. Oorh. $5.00.
The authors give guidelines for aa indexing system to cover all awerials of use in the ministry. It is carefully worked out and very dmilcd 10 derailed th:it it could e:1.1ily become more time-consuming than a uvJr
pmctical system ought to be. Most pastors are not experts in librarJ
classification. The book also presupposes the purchase of two or three
other volumes before the system can be used; furthermore, it is a form
of advertising for the products of one of the authors. All in all, the
volume shows the strengths and the weaknesses one would expect from
a volume produced by a professional indexer.
EDGAll M. KuNTz
THB CHRIS'I'llfN SCHOLAR IN THE AGB OP THB REFORMATION.
By E. Harris Harbison. New York: Charles Scribner's Som. 172
pages and index. Ooth. $3.00.
·
This charming and penetrating study grew out of leaurcs at Princccoa
Theological Seminary by a lay historian from the University. A unified
plot lends readability to the chapters. One succession of leap,.ed mca
devoting themselves to God is rh:it of Jerome, the linguist and scientist.
The other is that of Augustine, the man of theology and faith. While DOE
proposing ro pair subsequent characters of the study in suict analog,
Harbison does sharpen contrasts between Abelard and Thomas Aquinas;
Petrarch and Lorenzo Valla and Pico and John Coler; with major chapcen
on Erasmus versus Luther, Calvin occupying 11 bridge position. These ue
splendid summaries.
RICHARD R. CAm.otu.D
AN ADVBNTURB IN LOVB. By W. Taliaferro Thompson. Richmond,
VL: John Knox Press, 1956. 155 pages. Ooth. $2.50.
In a spirit of humility Thompson gives us a Gospel-based study of life
in the home, a work hammered our oa the anvil of long aad rich experience as a father of six children, a reacher of semimry srudeoa and
of lay workers, and a leader of youth. "If I have learned anything at all
from these varied experiences," says the author, "it is that as we di.ink
of creating a good home, the emphasis must be on life-the whole liferather than on techniques. What our sons and daughters need as their
problems multiply .•. are parents who love each other and their childien
with an understanding and growing devotion; and who Jove God, whom
they have come to know in Jesus Christ, through whom alone ttUe 10ft
is born and matures. It is the love of Christ, reve:iled in the Cross, that
consuains us to love Him and othen." This book is a passport a, fresh
and valid insights into Christian love which pasmrs, parents, young couples
considering marriage, teachers, workers with yourti, and even bacheJoa
girls will find absorbing and highly usable.
HARRY G. ColNER
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DAY IS DAWNING: THI!. STORY OP BISHOP OTTO DIBl!.UUS,
ed. Fred D. Wentzel. Philadelphia: The Christian Education Press,
l9S6. xv
222 pages. Cloth. $3.50.
This book is based on the proclamations and authentic documents of
Bishop Dibelius. That constitutes its chief worth. The finished product
is designed to represent a group IISSCSSJDent of the deeply significant period
of Europe's spiritual and cultural history covered by the life span of the
Bishop of Berlin. The wish, however, is the father of the thought. le does
not probe deep enough to warrant that kind of description.
Bishop Dibelius is presented as the German churchman of ecumenicalism, and the book becomes a brief for the ecumenical movement. Those
who wish to learn more of the thinking and emotional appeal of this
movement can here learn of them at first hand. Dibelius also played
a role in the formation of EKiD - unfortunately this is passed over
hurriedly. Dibelius resisted the absolutism of Hider and of RussiL For
that he deserves unstinted praise, even though in that he was not alone.
this
Yet
book tells of this phase only in pan. Deeds are as important

+

as words.
Dibclius will be remembered long after this book is forgotten. In time
the writings of this churchman will be collected with greater care and
completeness.
CARL S. MBYBB.

FORGOTI'BN POUNDING PATHBRS OP THB 11.MBRICAN CHURCH
AND STATE. By William Thomson Hanzsche. Boston: Christopher
Publishing House, 19S4. 209 pages. Cloth. $3.00.
The seven Presbyteri:in Colonial leaders discussed by the Trenton, N. J.,
Presbyterian minister-author are: Francis Makemie, William Tennent,
Jonathan Dickinson, David Brainerd, Gilbert Tennent, Samuel Davies,
John Witherspoon. Claiming much for Calvinism (or Presbyterianism),
the author wants to show how these men in one way or another contributed to freedom within the Presbyterian Church, to freedom in this
country, and to the principle of the separation of church and state. He
fails to take into consideration
Presbyterians
that the
in some of the
colonies were dissenters and that there were other forces in the colonies
besides Puritanism. The book is well-written, however, and makes interesting reading.
CARL S. MEYER.
THB BPISTUl TO THB ROMANS. By Vincent Taylor. London: The
Epworth Press, 19'5. 100 pages. Cloth. 8/6.
This slim volume on the Book of Romans is worth more than many
boolcs costing three times as much, for its major concern is to illuminate
the meaning of Paul for preachers. In this it succeeds very well. Paul's
emphasis on the complete lack of human ability to save self is rellected
on almost every page. The action of God in saving man is shown to be
an aa of full and free grace. The difficult sections of the epistle are nor
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made e:uy. In short, Paul is allowed to speak and is not gloaed om
with Vincent Taylor.
For each section a short summllr)' is given, followed by noces oa
specific points of interpretation and capped by a short paragraph gmag
homilctic:al values and preaching aids. Brief and pointed, wichout dad
wood, these paragraphs are a sermon to preachers on preaching. If JOll
arc looking for sermon outlines, you will not find them here; if you wish
the grcnt themes of the Gospel refurbished for you and set ina, focus,
this book will be of great aid. For, as Taylor says himself, "Biblial
theology is the preacher"s bread without which hearers languish" (p. 28).
To this every Lutheran will say a loud "Amen!"
EooAll KuNTz

SINN UND IIUFBIIU DES BUCHHS HIOB. By Hans Moller. Balin:
Evangclische Verlagsanstalt, 1955. 123 pages. Hard paper with
cloth. Price not given.
One of the few conservative introductions to the Old Tesumcnt co
come out of GerDlllny in recent years was prepared by Wilhelm ldo11er
in collaboration with his son Hans and his daughter Greta. The Tiew
regarding
the meaning and the struaure of the Book of Job is elaborared
by the son in this monograph. presents
He
a
good case for the unity of
the book. Beginning with a discussion of the narrative sections in their
relationship to the larger poetic part, he proceeds to expound the mcaniDg
of five major divisions (the prolog, the dialog of Job with the three
friends, the Elihu speeches,speeches
the
of God, the epilog) in order
to demonstrate their individual unity and integrity. In a final chapttr
be fits these component pans into the unit structure of thought of the
entire book: in the appearance of Sat.an the problem is raised (Pro6J,..
st,l/##6)i the three friends develop the implications of the problem
(Prol,l,m11n111icl•l11116); Elihu conuibutes a solution of the problem
(Prol,l•tnliis11•6); God's direct intervention overcomes the problem (Proil•miibn111i11tlN116),
position fully aware of opposing views and does not
ignore them in his discussion, so that the reader receives
ove"iew
an
especially
of European literature on Job. The four pages of refereoca
to this literature in the appendix attest to the coverage of the subject.
WALTER R. ROBIDS
THB SOCIOLOGY OF SOCIIIL PROBLBMS. By Paul B. Hora>n and
Gerald R. Leslie. New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1955. 584
pages. Ooth. $5.50.
The average pastor reacts to social problems either by profmiollllly
ignoring them or with a sentimental, "do-good" attitude. At least put
of the problem results from • l&ck of training in evaluating social pioblam
in their true perspective. This attractive rext will orient the pastor to the
major American social problems: crime. uansitional problems in manilge,
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population pressures, class suugglcs, racial
personal
conflicc,pathologies.
mass communication,
civil
11nd'
Even more important, it will
sensitize him to fundamental approaches t0 this area of srudy. It gives
him the t00ls with which to evalUllte data in his own community. The
warning against special-interest groups is especially needed by wellintentioned ministers. Here is a realistic book written for the nonprofessional sociologist.
DAVID S. ScHULLBll

DID JESUS RISB PROM THB DIMDl By James Mania. New York:
Association Press, 1956. 91 pages. Cloth. $1.25.
This book is 11nother in the series of Worltl Cbrislum B0041. It atteznpcs "to show thathistorical
the
evidence
for me resurrection of Jesus
Christ is exceedingly suong." Hence it approaches the evidence for the
resurrection from the viewpoint of the historian and evaluates the documcncuy evidence of the New Testament, the difficulties of the Gospel
narntives, the
tomb, the appearances of the risen Lord, the nature
of Christ"s resurrection body, the testimony of the church's beginning,
and dJe witness of Jesus before and after the resurrection.
Many of the evidences have been treated before, but they are here ably
presented for laymen.
E. L LUEKER

emp

AN INTRODUCIION TO THB LITBRATURB OP THB OLD TBSTAMBNT. By S. R. Driver. New York: Meridian Libn.ty, 1956. 577
pages. Paper.
$1.95.
No person who makes pretense of being conversant with scholarly,
critical opinions concerning the Old Testament can easily dispense with
this volume. Although the first edition came out in 1891, and the seventh
in 1898, this Meridian reissue is most welcome and a bargain atits price.
If nothing else, Driver's ln1,otl11e1io• is an invaluable bench mark for
uacing the rise of higher criticism in the last balf-ccnnuy. It defends and
well represents a viewpoint difficult to reproduce in any secondary source,
whether sympathetic or hostile - and a Lutheran clergyman
take must
care
not to fight windmills!
All of Driver's works were characterized by a judicious use of the &ca,
deliberate caution, and avoidance of extremes. As a result, a great deal
more of this work is still relevant and usable today than of most works
published in that period of radicalism.
To consider Driver's viewpoints ininvolve
detail would
writing another
believes that
the reader who would
inuoduction. But this reviewer even
find himself unable to agree with any of Driver's conclusions still would
find this volume so packed
statistics,
withsynopses
of the Biblical books.
and other reference material that it will serve u a supplement to his
favorite Bible dictionary and as an incentive to bisoriginal
own
research
in the Book of Books.
HoRACB HUMMBL
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BNCYCLOPBDU OP MOR.A.LS, ed. Vcrgilius Perm. New York: Pbllx and 682 pages. Ooth. $10.00.
al Library, 1956.
Assisred by an international panel of 50 collaboraton, chidy pbilmopbcrs and anthropologists, Editor Ferm bu built up his caqdopedia
"on chc theory chat substantial
rather
attides
than
brief aDDOC:ariom of
widely scattered topia serve bcucr to fulfill the purpose of .refereaa!
information" (p. v). Cross references lead the reader through the various
treatments th:lt particular schools, authors, and social groups have giffll
specific subjects. Taking M as a typical letter, we find 11 longer articles
totaling 145 columns, from Machiavelli through George Edward Mocxe
nry
More to the dual system of .echia of chc Mundurucu Indiam
and Muslim morals, plus about 150 cross-reference entries (some of which
duplicate the major articlesnot
and
all of which arc in stria alpbabetical
order). A 12-pagc name index supplements the cross refcrcnca. In spite
of spotty treatment ( the moral teaching of the Lutbcmn Church, for
instance, is rcscriaed
referencesto two p:15Sing
in Cyclone CoveJ'•
26-column article on "Puritan [!J Morals") and the possibly iDCYitablc
obvious with even brief use, thiJ cacyclopcdia
limitations chat become
should
prove a helpful reference its
work in
field, especially in libraries.
AllTHUK CARL PIEPJCOIN
TO BVBRY MAN AN ANSWER. By Richard H. Dube. Chiaago: The
Moody Press, 1955. 510 pages. Cloth. $5.95.
Richard H. Dube, a research physicist in Princeton, N. J., secb to
establish an analogy between the scientist's Jaws of narure and the Christian
doetrinc of God. He makes Scriprurc
be analyzed
the dara to
to obtain
a knowledge of God's will To BHry M1111 "" A11sww is aocewonhr
because of the number of Bible pass:iges marshaled under the headings
of the various doccrines. The book is useful in many major areas of
doetrinc, even when the reader docs not always agree completely with the
conclusions reached. Reformed theology is apparent in such docuina u
election (p.222), Baptism (p. 327), and the Holy Communion (p.337),
Millennialism is taught in the eschatology.
ERWIN L Lueua

PAn'H HBAUNG AND THB CHRISTIAN PAITH. By Wade H.
Boggs, Jr. Richmond: John Knox Press, 1956. 185 pages. bibliography, notes, and an index. Ooth. $3.50.
As the author of this volume discovered, a there
thorough
arc few boob which
in
and scholarly way. Both
h religion and health
laymen, for many of whom modern faith healing is a serious religious
problem, and pastors will find this volume helpful. One appicciata the
writer's constant effort to avoid technical language.
The volume's most constructive clement is its analysis of the Scriptwal
view on bcaling and health. It points out the place of suJfcring in God's
design for many an individual life. This is a note
thatto needs
be
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sounded very strongly. Here Boggs' smdy of the healing miracles of Jesus
an serve to guide us all.
The most depressing portion of this volume is the fint part, where all
the irregularities of modern faith healing arc described in faaual detail.
ks
The many
caused by healers who claim to have a power which
in fact they do not possess are sheer tragedy. The few cases of healing
chat do occur must always be seen in the light of the many thousands
who come to be healed and go away as ill as before.
The author could have worked with profit through the two definitive
in this area,
volumes
the great work by Gerhard Uhlhorn, Gesehiehte de,
rbris1/i,ber1
and Herbert Krimm's Das dialtoniseh11 Ami
Liabesliligkail,
'" Kireh11. The professional theologian will miss in this volume the
penetrating insights of these two German authors.
MAB.TIN H. SCHARLBMANN

CALVIN: THl!OLOGICAL TRP.ATISBS, trans. and ed. J. K. S. Reid.
Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1954. 355 pages. Ooth.
$5.00.
The deepest impression that emerges from this collection of theological
ttcatisa of the great Genevan Reformer is Calvin's many-sidedness thinker, teacher, administrator, politician, social reformer, moralist, apologisr, polemicist. And this is precisely as the editor, Leeds Professor of
Theology J. K. S. Reid, would have it. The title before us - Volume
XXII of Th11 Library of Chris1ia11 Classics, which, when the series is completed, will follow the two volumes devoted to Calvin's lnslilNles - is divided into three parts. Part I is entitled "Statement." It presents the
theology
familiar
of Calvin "thrown into varying moulds," including the
Geneva Confession of 1536; the "Articles Concerning the Organization
of the Church and of Worship at Geneva" (1537) which called for
a weekly Communion service "at least as a rule" (p. 49); 'The Catechism
of the Church of Geneva" (1545); the "Short Treatise on the Holy
Supper," from about the time that he subscribed the Unaltered Augsburg
Confession in the sense "in which its author himself explained it"; his
brief "Confession of Faith Concerning the Eucharist" ( 153 7), subsequently subscribed to by the same Martin Butzer of Suasbourg who
shortly before had entered into the "Wittenberg Concord" with the Saxon
Lutherans; and the uncompromising "Articles Concerning Predestination."
Pan II, "Apologetic," consists of a severely abbreviated version of the
manifesto, 'The Necessity of Reforming the Church," prepared at Butzer's
request, for presentation at the Diet of Speyer of 1544. Part III, "Controversial," gives us Calvin's reply to James Cardinal Sadolet (1539),
his vehement anack of 1:561-especially interesting to Lutheransupon Tilemann Hesshusius' De (Jrt1esenlit1 eo,t,oris Christi in ,0111111
Domi11i eo111r11 s11cr•m1111IMios, under the tide 'The Oear Explanation
(Dil11eiu at,liutio) of Sound Doctrine Concerning the True Partaking
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of the Flesh and Blood of Christ in the Holy Supper," and Calvin's thirdperson defense
of his predestination docuine agaimt Scbastic:a C.ascelllo
( l:;:; 7). The translations are direct and thoroughly radable; the budsome format and typography as well u the useful introduaiom and iadim
are of the order that we have come to look for in the series of which
this volume is II put.
Allmua CAllL P111PKCDN

CHRISTIAN WORDS AND CHRISTIAN MBANINGS. By John Burnaby. New York: Harper and Brothers, 19:55. 160 pages. Cloch.

s2.:;o.

Burnaby is Rcgius professor of divinity at Cambridge. In the cbapcas
of this book, originally presented u lectures, eight pairs of decisi-tc
Christian words receive an engaging analysis of their original conceot and
a translation into modern terms: Faith and Knowledge, Revelation and
Dogma, Love and Incarnation, Sin and Judgment, Forgiveness and AtoneS:acri6ce and Communion, Grace and Freedom, Salvation and Hope.
Some of the well-nigh insuperable semantic problems involved item fiom
the "given" of ChristianityBurnaby
itself. As
says: "Chrisrianicy CID
never substitute another language for its own, simply because thele never
can be a substitute for Holy Scripture. No uanslation of the Bible iaro
'modern speech' can modernize the thought of the Biblical wriren; and
that thought is nor, after all, much more alien to the de-Christianized
world of today than it was to the Graeco-Roman world of the lint three
centuries after Christ." (P.10)
It is co be expc:aed that the ueatment of so important a sec of
"loaded" terms will nor reach a uniformly satisfactory leveL .Apia, the
author's theological orientation must inevitably color his translation. The
book remains valuable nonetheless. Burnaby deserves our gratitude for
undertaking a difficult and necessary cask. The attempt should stimulate
others to do even better.
HmwBRT J. A. BoUIIAN

ent,

Commission

e Kyrie,

THH HUCHARISTIC LITURGY. PreparedStanding
by The
Liturgical
of the Protestant Episcopal Church in the United Scares
of America. New York: The Church Pemion Fund, 1953. 343 pages.
Paper. $1.:50.
This volume is the fourth in the series of Pr•,~ Boolt StNJi,s. le abould
interest all who arc interested in present-day developments in Christian
worship. Pare One is historical in character; it stresses the need for essenbll
unity, bur concludes that the church has no need "for the sbaddes of
uniformity" (p. 132). Pan Two offers proposals for the revision of the
Liturgy. These include restoring the Gloria in Excelsis to its place afw
where the Lutheran Church has had it all along ("when the
Gloria is intruded into the inevitable downward movement of the 'Anti•
dimu' of the Liturgy, its splendor is dimmed and dulled; instead of a lift,
it ia a dead weight." p.162); dropping the "Summary of the law" before
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lht Kyrie ("as being purely moralistic, aru:I • • • lacking in organic
fuaaion in the Liturgy," p. 170); regarding the Kyric as the Greek
equiftlent of the Hebrew Hos11nn11; and omitting "upon us" from Cranmer'• u:anslation of the Kyrie ("Lord, have mercy upon us"), since "the
bst rwo words • • . are not in the Greek, and • . • have some tendency
ro underscore • • . the phmse as penitenti11l in qu111ity" ( p. 172) . These
studies reve11l much sound and progressive liturgical thinking.
WALTER E. BUSZIN
FROM ALBXANDl!R TO CONSTANTINB: PASSAGBS AND DOCUMBNTS IUUSTRATING THE HISTORY OP SOCIAL AND POUT/CAL IDl!AS 336 B. C.-A. D. 337, trans. and ed. Ernest Barker.
Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1956. :av and 505 pages. Cloth. 50/-.
Thit volume invites careful and constant study. It presents materials
for II history of political thought, socw customs ( ethics, slllvery, marriage),
and the reactions
to the social strueturc of the day (divine right
religious
of kings, emperor worship, etc.). The book is divided into five sections:
Hellenistic Greek, Hellenistic Jud:aism, Latin, Later Greek, Early Christian.
Ir is not intended to be an end in itself (as the compiler says), but is
designed to aid and encourage study.
The choice of passages is good. Occasionally one expects to find a passage and docs not (e.g., Pseudo-Phocylides in Sec. 2, Acts of the Pagan
Martyn in Sec. 3, the N. T. Ltts1c,1afe/,n in Sec. 5). In general, however,
the is broad,
and the passages arc given in enough derail to set
coverage
diem into context. More serious is Barker's dependence on only a few
modern authorities, especially Tarn and Licamann, which at cimes leads
him
not universally accepted,
., the assere.g
basictoassumptions that are
tion, based on Lietzmann, th:at 1 Peter com.cs from the Pauline circle
(p. 399). For all th:at, the book is an excellent one, to be rc:ad more than
once, robe owned and not borrowed.
EDGAR M. KaBNTZ

If C.tfTHOUC DICI'IONlfRY (T-HB CATHOUC ENCYCLOPAEDIC
DlCI'IONARY), ed. Donald Amvatcr, 2d ed. (New York: The
Macmillan Co., 1956), vii aru:I 552 pages. Cloth. $5.00.
The editorship of the learned Mr. Atrwaccr is enough to guarantee the
comprehensiveness of this encyclopedic "work of quick reference to the
signification of words, terms, names, and phrases in common use in the
philosophy, dogmatic and moral theology, canon law, liturgy, institutions
and organization of the [Roman] Catholic Church" (p. v). Those who
have much to do with the Roman Catholic Church will find it without
• peer for succinct and accurate information about that denomination,
even though for biographic:al information they will have to Nrn elsewhere. As is frequently the case with denominational dictiomries, however, it is somewhat less accurate when it venmres to discuss the teachings
of other churches. Thus Lutherans will learn with some utooishment
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that, among other things, Calvin took his docuine of double predcstinadoa
from Martin Luther (p. 67) • that consubstantiation is '"a Lumcrm heray•
(p. ll9). and that Manin
Luther taught
the Real. Presence '"by impalllliaa
and at the moment of reception only"' (p. 531; on p. 247 impanatioa is
credited to ""0scander
a
(si,},
disciple of Luther"'). The prcscat edition
reproduces the 1949 revision of the first edition of 1931.
ARTHUR. CARL PIBPKO&N

THB SIGNIPICANCB OP THB CHURCH. By Roben McAfee Blown.
Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1956. 96 pages. Oo!b. $1.00.
Tho Sig11i/i,,111,o of lho ChNreh is the second tide in the 12-wlume
"Layman's Theological Library" and the only one from the pen of die
editor of the series. It is "a'n attempt co pull together for [the layman]
some of the things that Christians, standing broadly in the Procatllll
Reformed tradition, have believed about the Church'" (p.8). It mu:
be classed as a successful attempt, wittily conceived (not least the dcmtating doggerel stmight-f:icedly ascribed to "Saint Hercticus") and elfect.ively written. Even though Chapter 2 is headed "l 517 -And All Thar.
With an Exercise in Vocabulary," and even though Professor Brown is
much more a Sacramentalist th:an most contemporary Protestants, Lutherans will dissent vigorously from much of what he s:ays. Ncvcrdlelm.
their own ecclesiology will probably be the better for a thoughtful and
critical rcBcction on the points that he m:alces in this brief study.
ARTHUR. CARL PIBPKOIN

THB CONFUcr OF RE.UGIONS. By Philip H. Ashby. New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1955. x and 225 pages. Oath.
$3.50.
Philip Ashby, a StUdent of the late Joachim Wachthe
at
University of
Chicago, sums up the argument of his book in his final paragraph:
''The leading religions arc confronted today by a choice of co-opmiioa
in a spirit of freedom and understanding, or of continued confilct in an
atmosphere of suspicion and fear. The future of both religion and man•
depends upon the choice they shall make. And most i.mpolUDC of
kind
all, the establishment in the life and affection of mankind of the valua
which they have received from the Source of their Religious Knowledge
hangs in the balance. Can there be any real. question as co the choke
must make?" (Page 218)
they
When Ashby urges the necessity of purposeful attempts lO develop
means whereby an exchange of thought between the religions c::aa come
about, many will agree with him, since the various religions of the
world have a common interest in opposing the spirit of secularism whicha ph
But Ashby'■ unblinking insisieace OD
limitS man to
common worship and spiritual fellowship will lose nearly all his Cbrisriaa
readers. His pragmatic argument that "continued conflict between religions
will leave a divided religiou■ world weak before the oaslaugla
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of 110areli3iou1 forces," is no saooser than the counremsscrtion that ■a

abseace of tension between the world's major religions, with thcir rival
cbims
co
would leave them weaker than ever before the
universality,
ildYIDCe of m:iterialistic: secularism.

WILLIAM

J. DANKER

THB APOSTOUC PATHBRS. By Joseph Barker Lightfoot and J. R.
Harmer. Grand Rapids: Balcer Book House, 1956. 288 pages.
Corh. $3.95.
In 1869 Bishop Lightfoot publishec:I the Epistles of St. Clement (2d eel.,
18!)0). In 1885 he put out the Epistles of SS. Ignatius and Polyarp,
together with the M11,11rtlom of SI. Pol,,.,p ( 2d ed., 1889). After his
death in 1889 a search of his papers revealec:I rough notes for a translation
of the Tu,hi'Rl of 1ht1 T t1Jal110
, he),
Apostles (Did11
the B,Pistle of S..rn11b,u1
the Sh,t,bntl of Hcrmas, the Epistle 10 DiognmtJ, and the Fr11gmnts of
Pqus. J. R. Harmer completed the work on these translations, combinec:I
them with the English text of the previously published Apostolic fathen
and with Th•1 Reliq1 es of 1he Eldors Preser11etl ;,. lra1111e11s (in the
translation of John Keble), and published the whole in II single volume
in 1891. It is this edition - generally regarded as one of the best
English versions of the Apostolic fathers - that is reproduced by
pbotolithoprinting in the present volume. There arc no notes, but the
rezc is supplemented by Bishop Lightfoor's succinct introductions and by
• four-page index of parallels with, or citations from, passages from rhe
Sacred Scriptures.
ARTHUR CARL PJBPKORN

FROMTHBTABLBTS OP SUMER, T1VENTY-PIVB FIRSTS IN MAN'S
RECORDED U.ISTORY. By Samuel Noah Kramer. Indiao Hills:
The Falcon's W ing Press, 1956.pages.
293
Ooth. $5.00.
Knmer is one of the outstanding contemporary SumerolosiJts. Hae
be gives us • popular treatise on his subject, as something of a sequel
ID his S11,nni•n ltf11hology (1944). While occasionally the general
reader mi3ht prefer to sec a few more items relegated
foornores. to the
y readable
summary
the book
of some of the earlieSE
historial and cultural developments in the Neal' East.
Since
much of its culrure ro Babylon, and since
Sumer bequc:irhed
Babylonian culture was a major factor in the Near Eur through much
of the Old Testament period, we can expect to find, and we do find,
mmy panllels between Sumer and Palestine. Among the areas that can
be rebtcd WC may mention (using Kramer's chapter hcAclings): "The
Fiat 'Moses'" (who, according to present knowledge,
nor was
Hammurabi, but Ur-Na.mmu, whose law code ■otedares Hammurabi by some
300 years): "Man's First Cosmogony and CosmoloB7"; 'The First Moral
Ideals"; 'The finr 'Job' ": ''The first Proverbs and Sayings"; "The First
'Nmh' "; and 'The First Love Song" (with possible parallels in the Song
of Songs).
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Throughour, however, Kr:uner is careful not to c:quare formal panlltlJ
with dependence or with borrowing. Like II true scholar, be reasoas cuefully and cautiously, and his conclusions frc:quendy are teawive. Whatever
relationship between Sumerfan
Hebrew
and culrure.
the pasu,r docs
well to be aware of ancient Near Eastern p:irallels m the Bible, like
those described in this work, and of the problems which they pose for
both historians and theologians.
H0RACB HUMMBL
TABOO. By Fr:inz Steiner. New York: Philosophical Library, 19,6.
154 pages. Cloth. $4.75.

The world of schol:uship, specifically social anthropology, has sufMcl
a very real loss in the untimely de:uh of Franz Steiner at the age of 44.
This volume cont:iins lectures delivered at Oxford and published post·
humously with minor revisions. Profound le:uning, insouci:mt clismp«t

for great names, annihilating wit, and a gift for oblique insights arc all
combined with a deep spiriruality.
His own sociologically determined definition of "taboo" as "the aar•
rowing down and localiZ3tion of danger" finds in the one term rwo quire
separate socio.I functions: " ( 1) the classi6cat.ion and identification of cn.mgressions (which is associated with, though it can be srudied apur fro,n,
processes of social learning), and (2) the institutional localization of
danger both by the specification of the dangerous and by the prot«tion
of society from endangered, and hence dangerous, persons." (Page 147)
The frc:quenr references to srudics of avoidance customs in his uest·
meat of
will interest Old Testament scholars: "Relationship, nor
manifestati;n, is the primary implication of qodesh ••• what is related
to God becomes separated from other things, and sepanation implies
t11boo behavior" (p. 85 ). In the rite of the SC11pcgoat he sees, disappointingly, only a. human tendency to transmit undesirable propcnics
narrowed by a Semitic preference for live crearures a.s insuuments of
transmission.
No thorough srudent of ta.boo customs can hereafter afford u, ignore
Steiner's provocative srudy.
WILLIAM
J. DANKEI.

mp

THB UFB OF MA7THBW SIMPSON. By Robert D. Clarie. New York:
The Macmill:an Co., 1956. xi and 344 pages. Cloth. SS.SO.

From 1839 m 1848 Simpson served as the first president of Indiana
AJbwy University at Greencastle. Eectcd a.s editor of the W111,,.
Cbrislu,11 Atl11aedle in 1848, he relinquished th:it post in 1852 co assume
the more important one of bishop. The 32 years of his tenure were
which
the
in
the sla.very contest reached its climax, and war and r«OD·
ones
struaion and the rise of big business became the major issues. Simpson
preached
the funeral sermon for Lincoln both in Washinpn and ia
Springfield; Grant and Ha.yes visited in his home while Presidents.
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Simpson was one of the leaders in the movement which involved the
Methodist Church more deeply in public affain. He advanced the cause
of by representation at the general conferences. Reform movements, such
IS the woman's suffrage movement and the temperance movement, received
his IJIDpathy. However, "Simpson was much more interested in a less
IJlfflllCUlar reform: the gradual transformation of his church. He had
been a lc:ader in the change. He had espoused the improvement in
1rthiteaurc, the introduction of musical instruments and choirs, lay
p:uticipation in government, learning among the people, seminaries for
pttxbcrs, co-operation with other denominations, the utiliz:atioa of the
fiadiap of science, the appropri:ation of all knowledge as coming from
God." (Page 299)
Br bringing out these points, Oark's biography adds grc:ady to an
uadcmaading of the nineteenth cennuy in American history.
CA1u. S. MBYEll
CHRIST AND ADAM: JUAN AND HUMANITY IN ROJ\IANS ,
(CHRISTUS UND ADAM. NllCH ROBMBR ,). By Karl B:arth;
trans. T. A. Smail. Edinburgh: Oliver and Boyd, 1956. 45 p:agcs.

P:apcr. 6/-.
In their foreword, Editors Torr:ance and Reid of the Scallisb ]0Nrt1•l of
Thtaloi, describe this :is "a striking piece of theological exegesis on • • .
the new man in Christ . • . a penerr:ning account of the Biblical and
Christimn doctrine of man in the light of the saving humanity of Christ."
Barth's basic thesis is probably best reflected in these words: "The relationship between Adam and us reveals nor the primary bur only the
secondary anthropological truth and ordering principle. The primary
whropological truth nd ordering principle ••• is made dear only
through the relationship bctw en Chriu and w. Adam is ••. the type
of Him who was to come. Man's essential and original naNrc is to be
found, therefore, not in Adam but in Christ. In Adam we can only find
it prefigured. Adam can therefore be interpreted only ia the light of
Christ and not the other way round." (P. 6)
AllTHUll

CA1u. PJBPKOJlN

JUUANA OP NOR IVICH: AN INTRODUCIORY APPRECIATION
AND AN INTERPRETATIVB ANTHOLOGY. By P. Franklin
Chamben. New York: Harper and Brothers, 1955. 224 pages.
•
Ooth. $2.75.
The lady Julian(a) of Norwich was a medieval mystic who has
a:ertcd a phenomenally catholic appeal in the twentieth ccnNry. A laywoman and an almost anonymous anchoress, she was a contemporary of
the Black Death, the
Years'
Hundred
War, the Babylonian Captivity of
the Papacy, Geo.lfrcy Chaucer, and John Wycliffe. Gr.acecalled
Warrack
her
profound, evangelical"; no less an authority on Christian
m,sticism than Baron von Hugel has defended her
orthodoxy, although
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Free Churchman Chambers concedes a drift toward "monism" in her
writings and grants that her statements regarding the rcstirution of all
things and the final condition of the damned may render her orthodosy
suspect to some. The 60-P3gc int.r oduaory
summarizes
essay
the best
opinion about what
kno\\•n
.is
of Dame Julian's life ud
furnishes an evaluation of her mystical experience, her theology, the
of interest in her work, and her contemporary .relevance.
The "interpretative anthology" furnishes roughly 100 pages of selections
from the R,11clt1tio11s under the three heads of "experiential," "evangelical,"
and "mystical," supplemented with 100 aphorisms, an account of Mocher
Julian's one conm.a with Margery Kempe, and II postseript ("Ad Muericordiam") disavowing as a purpose of the book "110 incentive to the
attainment of a life of mystical vision" (p. 199).
AllTHUR CARL PIBPKORN

ORIGBN: CONTRA CBLSUM, trans. Henry Chadwick. New York:
University Press, 19H. xi and Bl pages. Ooth. $11.,0.
Cambridge
Rarely can
a reviewer commend a book as highly as this one. It revals
the broad, yet exacting knowledge necessary properly to edit an mlJ
Christian text. Chadwick is P31aeographer, textu:d critic, classicist, historiao.
theologian, and English stylist. His annotated translation is of such
excellence that for many years no editor of Origen will dare to omit
close study of it. lt deserves to be used widely in courses in early church
history.
The inuoduaion gives the relevant philosophical and historical background for an understanding of the work. Chadwick data Celsus'
cl1.'fl!Wi, liy°' at A. D. 177-180 and identifies the author as an edecdc
Platonist. The notes to the text, almost a commentary, provide aoss
references to parallels in the work itself, call attention to sources and
parallels in ancient thought, analyze the argument where neceswy, give
for his variants from the latest Berlin Cor,•1
manuscript evidence
text, and provide copious references to modern Kholarly lireruure oa
special problems. In addition Chadwick has provided an excellent bibliography on Origen and his times. The rendering of the test itself into
modern English is well done, philosophical where Origen is philosophical,
down-to-earth when the Greek demands it The book is well printed and
bound. Its format almost justifies the high cost
EDGAR KuNTZ

humanists

DBAN courr AND HIS THEOLOGY. By Earnest William ffUDL
London: •SPCK, 19.56. ix and 142 pages. Ooth. 30/-.
John Colet (146~1.519) was dean of StPaul'1 Cathedral, London.
and founder of St. Paul's School. With William Grocyn, Thomas Linactt,
Thomas More, and Desiderius Erasmus, he belongs to the Christian
of the early Tudor period. The author examines Colet 11
Christian humanist, ieformer, pttache.r, exegete, and mystic.
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Colet tried to ACCOmplish the reformation of the clergy through canon
law,
found a great deal of antagonism even within his own cathedml
clerg. He turned toward the Bible "as the ultimate 1cindud of truth"
(p.62); he based his teaching and prellChing
as
on it
the final authority.
It wu u an expositor of St. Paul's epistles that he gained his fame at
Osford University. Lacking Luther's insight into justification, he regarded
&ich U fidu /ormttltl eNNI, ,11riltllt1, accepted the seven sacraments; did
DOC deny the authority of the pope. His preaching was apposite, Scriptural, methodical, practicul, complete (appealing to the emotions, intellecr,
and will), and sincere. As an exegete he looked for a fourfold sense
ltt•Mlri111) in Scripture-literal, :illegorical, moral, anagogical-at
least
in theory. He laid great stress onhisrorical
the
context
in which a text
was placed.
Hunt's presentation of Colet as a Christian mystic is the most important
contribution in this valuable study. The geneml excellence of Hunt's
bibliography, the thoroughness of his documencirion, the penetrating
insights into the strengths and weaknesses of Colet must be commended.
Colet belongs to the English "pre-reformers." Hunt's study makes it
etident why Colet did not become the reformer of England.

CARLS. MBYl!ll

THB GREAT INVITATION II.ND OTHBR SERMONS (PRAUMONSTBR-PRBDlGTBN). By Emil Brunner, rrans. Harold Knight. Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 187 pages, 1955. Cloth. $3.00.

PAITH, HOPB, II.ND LOVB. By Emil Brunner. Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1957. 79 pages. Qoth.
The tide identifies the former book as a book of sermons, rwenty-rwo
of them, actually preached in Zurich's 1,100-year-old Fraumiinster between
1948 and 1953, reconstituted from notes and shonhand manuscripts by
his dergyman son. They afford the first published example of Brunner'•
competence as a preacher. In gener:il the texts are moderately long, the
style n:posito,y, the tone nor only thoughtful and theological, but warm
and evangelical and practical as well. Some of the great themes of the
faith come in for treatment in terms that can only evoke approval.
.Mmnwhile Brunner's personal position is abundantly dear: no Calvinist
on predestination, no Lutheran in his attitude toward Word, Sacraments,
and church. Knight has managed ro preserve the authentic beauty of the
original sermons in what is unquestionably one of bis best pieces of
translation.
If one has just reread in Th• Gr•III l,111i141ion Brunner'1 sermon
Eternal,"
'The
poral
and
of which the second-last paragraph begins: "And
thus of these three theological virtues, which are so closely interwoven,
the
Jove greatest"
is
(p. 24), the statement in the introduction to bis
Plli1h, Hop111 11,11J Lo11• that "they are nor virtues ar all" (p. 12) seems
fO involve a contradiction. In the latter book- bu stimulating Earl
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Lectures at Berkeley, delivered in 1955-he relates faith, hope, and
correspond
1oft
to the
dimension of man's ~
respectively
faith to the pasr, hope to the fumre, love to the present, in 111cb a W1J
thar in irs dimension each expresses the whole of Christian espcrieace.
He stresses that
object
the
of faith is not 11. set of "H•11tl• but God in
Christ-not 11.n I-It but an I-Thou sim:ition. As rbe Crucified Christ
is the Object of our f:iith, the Glorified Christ (ra.ther than, uy, "pr:ogrcss•)
is the Object of our hope. Love is the real substllnce of faith and hope,
whereas God is neither faith n.or hope. He is Love, and His beiDJ
with us is shared by our being with fellow men.
AllnlUR CARL PIBPKOJlN

THB PULPrr REDISCOVERS THEOLOGY. By Theodore 0. Wedel
qrcenwich: Sc:ibury Press, c. 1956. 181 p:iges. Ooth.
$3.50.

against

This volume by :in eminent teacher of prc:ichers "is designed to help
the prc:icher who is conscious of failure in utilizing fully the promise
of 11. 'Bible rediscovered' to come into his rightful inheritance." Canoa
Wedel attempu to be a middleman who tra.nslarcs the newer rheological
insights of a Biblical, dogm:itic theology into usable homiletic material
for "our bewildered pulpit" that still stands in the undogmatic tndiuoa
of a moralistic, legalistic "follow Jesus" theology. The theological critique
of such "ought" sermons in the chapter "Christ - Muter or Savior- i1
devastating.
As a clue to Biblical theology that would not revert to an "intellcccual
strait jacket" of past orthodoxies Canon Wedel emphuizes the rediscovcq
of God's revelation as "mighty acrs." As the pulpit a.gain preaches the
Bible's drama and love story, the church will guard the saving
tyranny
Gospel
the
of the intellea. Interestingly the anti-inteUcau.al
preface of Melanchthon's Loci of 1521 is quoted (p. 80 f.). It is in the
area of eschatology that the author remains somewhat 11 "liberal," although
even here there is only a hesitant approach toward universalist possibilities.

W. RBU,L\NN
POLITIK ZWISCHBN DlfBMON UND GOTI: EINB CHRISTUCHE
El'HIK DBS POLrrlSCHBN. By Walter Kiinneth. Berlin: LutbeHBNRY

risches Vedagsbaus, 1954.pages,
596
index. Cloth. DM 28.
This encyclopedic work will nor be extensively read by the average
American Christia.n because of its language, its extremely detailed, yet
cogent manner of prcsentlltion, and its preoccup:ition with European
problems. Yet it remains a 11111g,,Nm o/)N,S particularly for the seeker after
Christian and Lutheran orientation a.mid political questions. The 6rsr
major division sets forth the theology of a political ethic in Biblical tenm
as defined by the Reformation; the major Luthcmn data are set fonh
adequately, including a sensible discussion of the "two realms." Parr Two
outlines the concept of order, discusses oamml law, the state, people, ud
perversions
the
of mass action totalitarianism,
and
including
Ma.rxim
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communism. Part
concerns power and ib modes of execution in
goternmenr, revolution, war, and the problems of responsibility and
pxifism. Pan Pour reviews concerns of the Christian in arriving at
policical decisions, special politic:al c:allings, and party politics. Part Five
wiews the church as 110 entity within the larger community and under
goyeramenr, describes the development of theories of church and state
in die Roman, Calvinistic, and other communities, and discusses the
sphere of politics in the prayer and the preaching of the church. Developed
in the high style of German scholarship, this work reftects the entire
mntinenw literature. British authorities are quoted meagerly, American
references are sparse (11 vigorous footnote attacks the American concept
of war guilt, p. 436). The work is useful in describing the demonic
siege of world and state that menaces the integrity of the individual
Christian, of the Christian congregation, and of the government
t
th:i
aecures
plan of God.
RICHAllD R. CABM:MBUR

PRAYER AND UFE'S HlGHl!S'r. By Paul Stromberg Rees. Grand
Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1956. 128 pages.
Ooth. $2.00.
The pastor of First Covemnt Church, Minneapolis, a noted Evangelic:al,
hetcwith publishes six meditations on the prayers of St. Paul. His method
ranga between close study of the original text, unimpressed by aitic:al
abridgments of Pauline authorship, and highlights glC11Ded from the
English translations. He is concerned with Paul's pastoral intentions in
his prayers llDd illustrates them with incidents from the lives of more
recent pastors and preachers. The suucrure of exposition is not too badly
disturbed by a penchant for alliterative seri~ of applications. The
redemptive work of Jesus Christ as the apostle's basis of prayer could
emerge more vigorously.
RICHAllD R. CABMMEREll
!tflfN AT WORK IN GOD'S WORW, ed. George E. De Mille. New
York: Longmans, Green and Co., 1956. 205 pages. Ootb. $3.50.
The Protestant Episcopal Diocese of Albany celebrated the tenth anniversary of its bishop's consecration with a church and work congress.
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute of Troy synchronized a convocation.
Initial papen were presented by Arnold J. Toynbee, Bishop Emrich of
Michigan, Henry Cabot Lodge, Jr., and Sportscaster Walter Barber. Panels
of laymen met to discuss the relevance of religion to education, law,
medicine, business and indusuial management, communications, government service, organized labor, and social work. The panels were introduced
by speakers whose papers are included in the volume, and the summaries
of panel discussions are likewise published. Toynbee's 38 pages sumnwizc work in
and in western European cultures and make
the point that it is ever nec:ess:uy to consecrate the productiveness of labor
to God, otherwise i11 output becomes secular and demonic. Bishop Emrich
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writes rhoughrfully of God's plan for the digniry of work and of die
opportuniry for the essential witness to the Christian fairh in wmk.
Among rhe panel addresses, those by the labor leader and the social
cune dOJCSt to presenting a specifically religious and Christian micudc
toward work; one of the theological consultants had to rem.ind bis pp
that it is hard for "rwentierh-century Americans to distinguish berweea
and Christianity" (p. 165).
RICHARD R. CABMNDBI.

worm

DIB YBRKONDIGUNG DBS RBICHl!S GOTrl!S IN DBR KIRCHB
IE.SU CHRISTI, ed. Ernst Sriibelin. Vol. I. Basel: Friedrich Reinpages. Cloth. DM 39hardt, 1951. 429
The professor of historical rheology
Univeniry
at the
of Basel submia
in a project of four volumes, planned to be completed in 1957, repriaa

of excerpts from Scripture, the Apostolic Farhen, confessiom and cmdt.
and from patristic, scholastic,
theological
and
literature setting fonh rbe
manifold reaching within the Christian churches concerning rhe remrn of
Christ to Judgment and rhe consumm:uion of the kingdom of God.
Brief introducrory notes
translation
and the
into German comprise the
editor's contribution; he lists bis sources and a bibliography of the most
imponant reference volumes. The fint volume extends to Gelasias and pro
grew out of European tensions following
P1CUdo-Dionysius. The
World War JI. It will be interesting ro observe its imp:act also in las
thoughtful yean.
RICHARD R. CABMMDBI.

POUIICS: AN OPPORTUNITY POR CHRISTIII.N SBRVlCB. Br Paul
Simon. Chiaago: Moody Press, 1956. 32 pages. Paper.
This pamphlet is a valuable penonal witness in a calling which comes
into its own roo infrequently among
Christians.
The author, a young
journalist as well as scire representative in Illinois, hu ably backed his
RICHARD R. CABMMDD
principles wirh practice.

THB LA.ST OP THB Plf.THBRS: ST. BBRNlf.RD OP CUIRVAUX
AND THB BNCYCUClf.L LEITBR "DOCTOR MBWFLUUS.• S,
Thomu Merton. New York: Harcourt, Brace
Co., and
1954. 123
pages. Cloth. $3.50.
Sr. Bernard of Clairvaux's revitalization of the Order of Citeaux ushered
Jn the Cistercian golden age. The Cistercians' proprietary interest in
Sr. Bernard was brought to a new pitch of fervency by the eighth centenary of his death in 1953. In this volume Trappist Thomas Menon uses
hi1 luminous prose to exalt
memory
the
of the "last of the Fathers," •
Mabillon
him. Handsomely printed and bound to match the beau'f
called
of the language, rhe book describes the man
introduces
translation
and theMerton's
uinr, enluata his
and
own
of the centenarJ encyclical Doelor ffUlllip,,111. Lutherans, who share blessed Martin Ludd•
devotion to the great medieval mystic doctor who so nliandy defemkd
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•rbe scrict, literal, and objective value of Christ's redemptive death for
men'" (p. 57) against Pierre Abelard, will note with interest Merton's
darming tribute to the most distinguished saint of his order and his quiet
mmction of the pope's description of Lutherans as "nonbelievers" (p.93)
info the somewhat more generous "non-Catholics" (p. 75), that is, of
coune, non-Roman Catholics.
AllTHUII. CARL PJDPKORN

HISTORY OP MBDIBVAL PHILOSOPHY. By Maurice de Wulf; trans.
Ernest C. Messenger. Vol. I: Prom lh• Begi,mings lo the B11J o/ lh•
Twelfth C•ntttr,. New York: Dover Publications, 19.52. xviii+ 317

pages. Cloth. S4.00.
This is the founh English ttanslation of one of the great histories of
medieval philosophy. It reproduces the
French
last (sixth)
edition,
published only a few weeks before the distinguished Belgian author died
in 1947. The treatment in the sixth editionmuch-criticized
inverts the
order of the earlier editions. De Wulf now begins with the individu:i.l"synthetic
second plac
stu
in
But this
philosophers and puts the
involves no reanUltion of the philosophical conviction that certain
dominant docuines which emanated from 11 characteristic "Scholastic"
attitude mental
form a coherent system. This fint volume abundantly
illustrates the succinctness, insight, and authority with which De Wulf
writes. After a general introduction and a discussion of general notions,
he begins with Chalcidius' commentary on the Tim••tts and carries his
account through Joachim Floris and the Roman and feudal jurists and
canonists. St. Augustine, Pseudo-Dionysius, Erigen:a, St. Anselm, Pierre
Abelard, and John of Salisbury receive particularly detailed ueaunent.
"synthetic
The studies"
discuss the progress of scholasticism, docuiw
uniformities, and the interrelations of civilization, philosophy, theology,
and law. A very valuable appendix discusses medieval Byzanrine, Arab,
and
philosophy.
AllTHUR CARL PIBPKORN

a

RABBINISCHB TBXTB BRSTB RBIHB: DIB TOSEPTA: TBXT, OBERSEI'ZUNG, BRKLABRUNG, eds. Gedwd Kittel (t) and Karl
Heinrich Rengstorf. Stuttgart: W. Kohlbammer Verlag. Vol. Ill,

Shier N.,,him, Hefte 1-3; 1953; DM 18.-. VoL VI, Shiu
T•hao1, Hefte 1-8; 19.56; DM 42.-. Paper.
These publications are 11 continuation of a project that was initiated
in 1930. Its purpose was to furnish a text, translation, and critical study
of rabbinic literature that had as yet not been rendered into II modern
language in unabridged form and had not been examined and evaluated
on the basis of modern historical .research. Two series were contemplated.
The firstdevoted
was to be
to the Tosefta and the second to the Tannaitic
Midrashim of the second century of the Christian era. Publication of
parts of both series was begun but had to be suspended in 1937 as a result
of conditions brought on by the war.
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The report that this project is again under way 1iocc 194) is grwfJin1Irs value for Biblical scholarship is unquestioned, not only because of lhc
signifiance of the material itself but also because the contribuu,n compose
of European scholars of highest caliber.
ultimate
The
aim is to
furnish six volumes the
on Tosefta
and three on the Tanaaitic Midnsbim.
Both series may be secured on 11 subscription basis.
Listed above 11re contributions to the third volume (S,J,r Nmbi•J and
to the sixth volume (S,dn Tt1ht1ro1), both of the first series.
WALTER. R. ROIIDS

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE SCIBNCH OF MEI'A.PHYSICS. BJ
Henry J. Koren. St. Louis: B. Herder Book Company, 19),. m
and 291 pages. Ooth. $4.,o.
internationally educated
KolcD
Duquesne University's Dutch-born 110d
this book Ill 11. textbook for undergraduate students of Thomistic
metaphysics. This reviewer implies no discredit to irs obviously coasidcmble value
textbook
Ill II
when he points out that it is very easy to
forget the paragraph numbers, the "suggested readings," and the micw
questions (neatly segregated at the end), and to read it simply as aa
uncommonly lucid, well-documented, and historically conscious exposition
of the metaphysics of St. Thom111 Aquinas. There is no such thin&, of
course, as "metaphysics without tears," 111 Koren himself reminds us
(p. vii)• and 11n introduction to the subject can be only an inuoduction,
bur the individual who wants a good genernl picture of Thomistic mctl•
physics will do well to give this volume a careful exiunination.
Al.THUR. CARL PIBPKOIN

THB THXI, CANON, AND PRINCIPAL VBRSlONS OP THB BIBLB.
By Elmer E. Flack, Bruce M. Mettger, and orhers. Grand Rapids:
Baker Book House, 19,6. 63 pages. Cloth. $1.,0.
For someone who does not have ready access to larger rcfercacc works
is 11. very UJCful little volume. It comprises a collection of articla 11
this
they are found in the Tw,111i,1h-C,111•ry B11"}elop,tli11 of R,li1io•s K11owl•1e. These 11rticlcs investigate the text, the canon, the chief versions, and
rhe languages of the Bible. The most recent archcological discorcries and
research are applied
to the mslc. Extensive bibliographics 11ppendcd to mch
offer suggestions and opporwniries for further investigation and
section
study. A srrong recommendation for this booklet, next to the scholarship
of its authors, lies in its compact practical form.
loRBNZ WUNDBRLICJI

Plf.UL SCHNEIDER: THB PASTOR OP BUCHBNWII.W. By Edwin
H. Roberrson. London: SCM Press, 19,6. 128 pages. Ootb. 8/6.
Paul Schneider was a German pastor of the Reformed Church. He
the Nazi movement. suffered arrest and imprisonment. and died It
resisted
chenwald
on July 15, 1939. He bcld: "I am not responsible u, me
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mie for what I preach. \Ve a.re responsible to the Lord and to His church.
It is rbe Lord we serve" (p. 97). As a good shepherd he was willing to
by down his life for his flock, but he: w:as not willing to deny the Lord.
He was also a husband and the father of six children. This adds pathos
ro rbe account here set forth by Edwin H. Robenson in a free uanslation
from
the
of the story told by Schneider's widow, with many quoGerman
tations from his diary and letters, under the tide, Der Pretligor 110n BNche11w/,I: D111 M11,11riam P11ul Schneiders. The twentieth cenmry has irs
111:Ltt)'rs as did the sixteenth and the first. Paul Schneider, pastor, confessor, husband, father, was one of these.
CARL S. MEYER

THB PRBl!AMSON'S POCKEI' Rl!FERBNCB BOOK. By Fred L Pick
and G. Norman Knight. New York: Philosophical Library, 1956.
304 pagCJ. Cloth. $4.75.
The devoted Mason may .6nd this book, whose content is in invene
ratio to its cost, useful. The curious non-Mason - and he, too, is solicited
ro buy the book-will be appalled at what must impress him as the
inanity,
vanity, gaudiness, and antiquarian charartificiality, uncertainty,
aaer of much in Masonry. He will begin to understand why leading
Masons complain that community leaders are becoming less active in
Masonry, that members come back two or three times after they have
passed the first three degrees and then they drift away, that as high as
92 per cent of the 4,000,000 Masons in the nation do not attend meetings, and that it would be hard to find 300,000 Masons who are really
active in Masonry.
But the book does contain Kattered gems, such as: "'There is nothing
so indcsuuaible as a symbol; but nothing as capable of so many interprerations" (p.255). Again: "There is ••• no trace of any connexion between the Steinmelze11 and Freemasonry" (p. 252). Or: "'Freemasonry is
not • religion, but a system of morality. • • • Let a man's religion or mode
of worship be what it may, he is not excluded from the order, provided the
be believe in
glorious architect of heaven and earth, and practise the
sacred duties of morality." (Pp. 222,223)
PAUL M. BllBTSCHER
BOOKS RECEIVED
(The mention of a book in this list adcnowledges its receipt and does not

preclude further discussion of its contents in the Book Review section.)

Holin•ss: I,s N11l11r11, Hintlrt111c111,
Raals. Difficallies, """
By John
Charles Ryle. Greensboro: The Homiletic Press, 1956. 471 pages. Cloth.
$3.9,. John Charles Ryle (1816-1900) was a distinguished Anglican
evangeliaal, who for the last two
decades
of his life was bishop of Liverpool. The present volume is a photolithoprinted reissue of the original
19rh-cenmry edition.
Th11 Ga111•l of SJ. M«llhcw: An Bxt,osilar,
Homiletic11,11/,
Commenim,.
By David Thomas, ed. William \Vebster. Grand Rapids: Baker Book
House, 1956. xvi and 560 pages. Cloth. $3.95, David Thomas was a late
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19th-centuryEngland.
Congregatioaalist preacher in

The present wlumc

Jt is •
photolithoprinred reissue of the second edition of 1783.
ltf,i.ster Hekbll,1: A Modn11 T11m1/a1io11. Dy Raymond Bcmard Blabq.
New York: Harper and Brothen, 1957. xxviii and 333 pages. Paper.
ltft1i11e, Eekh11rl has established itself as one of the grac
American translations of medieva.l mysrica.l theology. A large part of iis
force derives from the complete identification of the tra.nslator with the
thought of his subject. It is good to have this volume available in a ttl•
atively inexpensive edition.
Tho Bsse11et1 of Chrisli,mi,y (Ddl 1Ves•• d11 Christe111111111). B1 Luci·
wig Feuerbach, tram. by George Elliot (Marian Evans). New York:
Brothers, 1957. xliv and 339 pages. Paper. $1.45. Feuer•
Harper and
h was
one of the most eloquent mid-ninereenth-cc:ntury cxponems of
atheistic materialism. Shonly after the period of the forties, in which
Feuerbach cxened his greatest popular influence in Europe, Marian En.as,
'in revolt ag:ainst what seemed a repressive onhodoxy and against the
equation
of the church with established social order" (p. i:a:), tnDSWCd
the second edition of Feuerb:ich's D111 Wese,s tles Chris1n111•1 imo
English. The abiding influence of Feuerb:ich has been largely vicarious,
via individuals whom he influenced eirher during his lifetime or laterSoren Kierkegaard, Friedrich Nicrzsche, Ernst Troeluch, Mu Schclcr,
Sigmund Freud, Nicolai Bcrdyacv, Martin Heidegger, Jean Paul Santt,
Martin Weber, Erich Fromm, and the existentialists. "Is it safe," asks
Benjamin Nelson, "to allow [F~erbach] ro wander about undcremd below the surf:ice of contemporary social science and philosophy?" For the
purpose of inviting the present generation "to settle its own scores with
this Titan," the present title
furnishes II photolithoprintcd reissue of
Marian Evans' translation, introduced by a critical essay (uanslaced b)'
James Lurher Adams) from Karl Barth's Di, Theoloii• ••' tli, Ki"J,,
of 1928 and by a perceptive foreword from H. Richard Niebuhr's pen co
the dialogue resulting from this juxtaposition of Feuerbach and one of his
major contemporary opponents. Studenu of modern thcolos, will find
,this volume c:a:citing.
Worship. By Evelyn Underhill. New York: Harper and
pages.
Brothen, 19,1.
357
Paper. $1.45. Miss Underhill's analysis of wonhip.
xviii and
specifically in the Judaco-Christian tradition, and her sympathetic ICCOWlt
of Jewish, Primitive, Western, Eastern, Reformed (in which she includes Lutherans), Nonconformist, and Anglican ways of wonhip. is •
classic discussion that two decades of time have not outmoded. This phololithoprinted reissue of the 1936 edition will make an important work OD
the subject available to a larger circle of potential readers;
Di, z,;, tier Kireh,: Exe1eliseh,
Vortri11. A11f1i1z,
By Heinrich
Schlier. Frciburg: Verlag H~rder, 1956. viii+314
pages. Ooth.
DM 22.
Al,01111h, Bibi,. By Frank W. Moyle. New York: Charles Scribner's
Sons, 1957. ix+ 182 pages. Cloth. $3.50.
Cro11 "'"' Crisis its ]11/11111. By Charles W. Iglehart. New York: Friend· $1
1957.
ship
x+166 pap. Paper,
$2.50.
was originally published under the tide Th, Gni111 of 1h, Go,,.l.

0
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YOUlia. t111tl Prof,ssio,rt1l Manag,11phs. No. 87: R,er11111ian u11tlt1rsbifl,
No. 88: . Pbil11n1hropie Fr,-ntl•Rt1ising as 11
~ro/1JSio11, by David M. Church. 30 pages. Cambridge: Bellman Publish1ag Comp:aoy, 1957. Paper. $1.00 each•
. Th. PStllur in 1b, Tomp/11 11ntl 1bt1 Cbw.reb. By Marie Pjerik. Washaagu,a: The Catholic University of America Press, 1957. xi+ 101 pages.
Ootb. $3.00.
Ho/1 IV•-' in 1h11 Bastem Ort.hatlox Ch11rch: tl D11ify Aeeot111I of 1h11
So/,.,,, s,,,,;,os D11ri11g 1-Ioly W110-'. By George Masrrantonis. Revised
edition. Chicago: Ologos, 1957. 25 pages. Paper. 25 cents.
Gtdttds,hri/1 /iir D. IIY11rnor Bierl: Boilrigo znr hislorisehcn tt.ntl l'JSlt1eds. Friedrich Hilbner, Ernst Kinder, and Wilhelm
l01io, •6liseh.11
Maurer. Berlin: Lutherisches Verlagsbaus, 1955. 424 pages. Ooth.
DAI 18.50.
D,s Vnhi/t,ris 110n Gl1111bon untl Ww-'•n ;,,. tl11r ltt1h11risch,,. Tb11ologi•.
(PorlM//,,,,J,1 m11/111n Ira oeh girning11rteologi).
inom ltttarsl.!
By Ragn:u
Bring: tr.1nslated from the Swedish by Karl-Heinz Becker. Miinchen: Chr.
Kaiser Verlag. 1955. 231 pages. Paper. DM 15.
Da .J1!,irchli,b11 Dogma in tlw Rt1Jorma1io11. (Ht1I 0111Uerl!elijl: tlogm•
;,, ,, n/or111111i,, b1P,,t1ldclii-' bij Ctll11ijn). By Jan KooP,mans; translated
from the Durch by H. Quistorp. Miinchen: Chr. Kaiser Verlag, 1955.
151 pages. Paper. DM 8.
11111 V1rb,is1Nng fiir di, Volker. By Joachim Jeremias. Stuttgart:
W. Kohlhammcr Verlag, 1956. 69 pages. Paper. DM 7.80.
TIJ, R•110l1 of Martin Lttlhcr. Robert Herndon Fife. New York: Columbia Univenity Press, 1957. xii+ 726 pages. Cloth. $9. 1,.
D•r
K111holizismus. By W11lter von Loewenich. 2d ed.
Wjnen: Luther-Verlag, 1955. 461 pages. Ooth. DM 12.80.
Th. Ro1lllis11 DHring 1h11 P11rila11 Rer10IN1io11. By Paul H. Hardacre.
The Hague: Mminus Nijhoff, 1956. xiv+ 185 pages. Ooth. Guilden
12.50.
Tl,, So•re•s of 1b, S,r,op1ie Gospels. By Wilfred L Knox; ed. H.
Chadwick. Vol. I:
Mt1rl!; 1953; xiv+ 161 pages. Vol. II: S1. L11!,e •111l
Sl./iftluh•w; 1957; .is:+170 pages. New York: Cambridge Univenity
$4.00 a volume.
Oath. Press.
Yntr1111 Goll tU/11in: G11b,10 Htlf'Zog 1flbr,eh11 11011 PreNs111n, ed. Erich
Roth. Wiinburg: Holzner Verlag, 1956. 204 pages. Cloth. OM 9.80.
Di, 1'i1&biseh•n Kirchanr1itor. By H11ns Freiherr von Ounpenhausen.
2d ed. Stuttgart: W. Kohlhammer Verlag, 1955. 172 pages. Paper.

hr \V, C. Sutherland, 36 pages.

"'°'""'"

s,.

DM 3.60.

CJ•••

Jol,,,111111 D•,,s Seotws: L,hrer ,,,,,.,.., z,;,
D11111 S,;ol, •• tloele11r
tks i.•t,s fl0#11Httx). By Beraud de Saint-Maurice, tr11ns. Josef Hosse.
P:aduboro: Verlag Ferdinand
pages. Schoningb. 1956. 344
Ooth.
DM9.80.
'
l'l"h.rt1 J•J.h,,, Di6eretl: "'" J,,q,lir, ;,,,o lh• Di11i11e1i111n11s o/ /11,u,.
in,, By Abba Hillel SHver. New York: The Macmillan Company, 1956.
318 i-aa- Cloth. $4.50.
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A Sowrc11 Bool, in
Philoso/}h,,
lntli••
ed. Sarvepalli Radhakrishmn ml
Charles A . .M:oore. Princeton: Priaceron Unjversity Press, 19H. nis+684
pages. Cloth. $5.00.
Th11 Stwd, of Missio,u in Theologic•l l!dwc•lio,.. By Olav Guttorm
Volume I. Oslo: Egede Instituter, 19.5.5. 459 pages. Paper,
Myklebust.
No price.
The Sisters G11idt1: The
Loiters
of Henry Swso lo His Spirit116' Dai•
tars mans. Kathleen Golclm:mn. Springfield: Templegate, 1955. 76 paps.
Paper. No price.
Scrip11,r11 antl Tratlilio11~ ed. F. \V/. Dillistone. Greenwich: The Sea·
bury Press, 1955. 150 pages. Cloth. $3.00.
Reli1io11 •ntl 1h11 Ps,·chology of ]11ng. By Raymond Hostie, mm. G. IL
Lamb. New York: Shecd :and Ward, 1957, 249 pages. Cloth. $3.50.
Prom B cl:111 to Langton: EnglishGovor11mnl
Ch11rch

1

1170-1213,

By C. R. Cheney. M:anchester: M:anchester Univenity Press. 1956. x+212
pages. Cloth. 18/ .
For ed11r ttlgiven: E,s /,ol, om. o/lnmolifl.
n11t111ar,Jn,s
By Gustaf Aulia.
Stockholm: Svensk Kyrkans Di:akorustyrelses Bokforlag. 1956. 240 pap.
P per. Sw. Kr. 14.50.
Th11 Christi•n M11n, By William Hamilton. Philadelphia: The West•
minster Press,
pages.
19.56. 93
Cloth. $1.00.
Cttrrenl Probl 11,s of 1h11 Ch11rch. By A. E. J. Rawlinson. I.ond011:
Society for Promoting Chrisri:an Knowledge,
pages.
1956. x+84
Paper. 5/.

Christ's Kin.gtlom 11ntl Coming: 117ilh 11n A1111l,•sis o/ Dis-fJ11111Mio11Ji1•.

By Jesse Wilson Hodges. Gr:and Rapids: William B. Eerdmans Publishing
Company, 1957. 247 pages. Clorh. $3.00.
Nllflt1r 1h11 White Ros11. By Carroll Voss. Philadelphia: Muhlenberg
Press, 1957. 231 pages. Cloth. $3.50.
Nordisl! T•ologi. Lund: G. W. K. Gleerup, 195.5, 311 pages. Paper.
Sw. Kr. 22.50.
The Boal, of Rov11/111ion: A N w Tr11nsh11io• of th• Apou/#11. BJ
J.B. Phillips. New York: The M:acmillan Company, 1957. siv+50 pages.
Cloth. $2.00.
Th• Pr•ctic• of the Pros11nc11 a/ Gotl :and Tho
Plow,rs
U11l11
of S1.Pr1111ciJ
(S,lac1io11s). By Brother Lawrence;
Martin. ed. Hugh
Naperville: Alec
R. Allenson, 1956. 168 pages. Cloth. $1.75
Pr•11ching 1h, Gospel from the Gosp11ls By G. R. Beasley-Murray. Phil•
adelphia: The Judson Press, 1956. 127 pages. Cloth. $1.75.
Phi,,om11nologi11 tier Religio11. By G. van dcr Lceuw. 2d ed. Tiibingca:
J.C. B. Mohr (Paul Sicbcck), 1956. xii+S0S pages. Cloth. DM 39.
P11rish Pr11ctic11: A lif11ntt,J, of Chw,ch A"minislr•tio11•. By Paul J. Hoh.
Rev. ed. Philadelphia:
pages. Oom.
Muhlenberg Press, 1956. vii+248

Th• Rttl~ """ Bx11rcis11 of Ho~ Li11i11g. By Jeremy Tsylor; ed. 'Thomas
S. Kepler. Cleveland: The World Publishing Company, 1956. :aiv+293

oth. $1.50.
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Tlw Doc1ri11• o/ th• Chttrcb in Amn-ic11n L1t1bn-1111ism. By Conrad Ber-

&mdolf.

Philadelphia: Muhlenberg
p:agcs. Cloth.
Press, 1956. 93
$ 1.50.
%# Btlcb. By Friedrich Smend. Berlin: Verlag Carl
p:iges. Paper.
Mcneburger, 1955. 46
DM 3.80.

G0tth.1 V•rhilt11i1

D•s Esebttton 11!, 1•1taltc11d11 in
K<ra/1 Alborl
tl11r Thcolo1i11:
Schwoinn-

•• lif.,,;,. Albert%.

By Martin Strege. Stuttgart: Evangelisches Verlags-

,mk, 1955. 106 p:iges. Paper. DM 4.50.
Chareb Tt111chin1 for Chnrch Chttrch
Child.ro11: 1,111rnclio111 on 1h11
/or C111 chi111, P,mmls, am/. Suntllly School Teachers. By J. N.
Newland-Smith. 5th ed. London: A. R. Mowbray and Comp:iny, no d:ite.

:ni+480 pages. Cloth. 12/ 6. This is the fourteenth impression (the
founh impression of the fifth edition of 1930) of II textbook th:it has
enjoyed extensive use in the Anglian communion for h:ilf a century.
l.i11,s ""' u1•11d1 o/ the G orii•n Sai111s. By D:ivid Manhall
Macmill:ln
L:ang. Comp:iny,
New York: The
1956. l 80 p:agcs. Cloth. $3.25.
Tlw Sn1111111 o/ Gotl (.tai; itr oii). By W. Zimmerli :ind J. Jeremiu;
trwlated from the German by Harold Knight. Naperville: Alec R. Allen1957.soo,
120 pages. Paper. $2.25.
&r/7 l•ii•n Roli1io11s
Thon.1
h1. By P. D. Mehta. London: Luzac and p:ages.
Company, 1956. 532
Cloth. 42/ .
Lt111r1 on P11cifi,sm. By John Ferguson and Ian Pitt-WatSOn. London:
SOI Press, 1956. 64 pages. Paper. 3/ 6.
Tb, 1't111 o/ History. By R. G. Collingwood. New York: Oxford
Univenity Press, 1956.
p:iges.
xxvi+339
Paper.
$1.75.
A N.iar11/i11 in P11l•sti1111. By Victor Howells. New York: Philosophical
Library, 1957. 180 pages. Cloth. $6.00.
Tlw Gr ill Prt1Jt1r: Co11ecrni111 the C,111on of th11 Mass. By Hugh Ross
Williamson. New York: The M:icmillan Comp:iny, 1956. xi+164 p:ages.
$3.25.Cloth.

Cl,,i11i1111 Asct1tieism 1111tl Modern
chr /111111. (L'Asc~se
ti 11nt1 1 l'ho,n.11111 ,
"'"''•l>Or11i11); trans. Walter Mitchell and the Carisbrook DominiClDS.
New York: Philosophial Library, 1955. xi+262 p:ages. Cloth. $2.75.
S•••• th,0l01i1111 by Thomas Aquinas, ed. the Instiwte of Medieval
Scudies of Ottawa. Vol. IU: Scctt11tl11 SceN.11tl11e; xlviii+ 1,040 pages. 2d ed.
Oluw:a: Commissio Piana, 1953. $25 for the five volume set.
D111 Cbristnsbil,l des tlrillen ]11hrhN11tl11r1s. By Johannes Kollwia.
Miinster: Aschcndorffsche Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1953. 47 pages; 15
plates. Paper. DM 3.75.
Th, S11Jr,I o/ Mrtlit11lion. By Hans-Ulrich Ricker; translated from the
German by A. J. Pomcrans. New York: Philosophical Library, 1955.
176
Coth. $6.00.
Chrisl 11,,,l th, CbNrcb. By LS. Thorna>n. London: Dacrc Press, 1956.
xv+ U 1 pages. Coth. 18/.

pases-

,,,,,,,,,,t111io11t1s 11,l V•t•s T,1111m1111INm 1Jrrti11,11t,s s;,.,.,,,Jo ,t\fo~i•e1,l 1,Pttt11111111rio miss••· Oslo: Forlagct I.and og Kirkc, 1955. 183
pages. Paper. No price.
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G•schieh11UJirlm1,nkri1 tl•s H111111g•li•1,u
ltr1h,riseh•• ;,. s•in•,,.
y,,_
slintl.nis. By Friedrich Millier. Stuttgart: Evangelisches Verlagswerk, 1956.

108 pages. Paper. DM 4.80.
Tho Dt111d St1t1 S&rolls 1111,l lh• Biblt1. By Rol:and E. Murphy. West•
minster: The Newffllln Press,
pages.1956.
Paper.xi+119
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